Purpose: Megavoltage photon beams are typically used for therapy because of their skin-sparing effect. However, a focused low-energy x-ray beam would also be skin sparing, and would have a higher dose concentration at the focal spot. Such a beam can be produced with polycapillary optics. MCNP5 was used to model dose profiles for a scanned focused beam, using measured beam parameters. The potential of low energy focused x-ray beams for radiation therapy was assessed. Methods: A polycapillary optic was used to focus the x-ray beam from a tungsten source. The optic was characterized and measurements were performed at 50 kV. PMMA blocks of varying thicknesses were placed between optic and the focal spot to observe any variation in the focusing of the beam after passing through the tissue-equivalent material. The measured energy spectrum was used to model the focused beam in MCNP5. A source card (SDEF) in MCNP5 was used to simulate the converging x-ray beam. Dose calculations were performed inside a breast tissue phantom. Results: The measured focal spot size for the polycapillary optic was 0.2 mm with a depth of field of 5 mm. The measured focal spot remained unchanged through 40 mm of phantom thickness. The calculated depth dose curve inside the breast tissue showed a dose peak several centimeters below the skin with a sharp dose fall off around the focus. The percent dose falls below 10% within 5 mm of the focus. It was shown that rotating the optic during scanning would preserve the skin-sparing effect of the focused beam. Conclusions: Low energy focused x-ray beams could be used to irradiate tumors inside soft tissue within 5 cm of the surface.
INTRODUCTION
One of the limiting factors in early external beam radiation therapy was skin dose. Low energy x rays deposit the maximum dose at the surface. In order to reduce the skin dose when treating the deep seated tumors, megavoltage beams were developed. Instead, focusing a low energy x-ray beam could result in spreading the beam across the skin surface while increasing the beam intensity at the tumor. Such a beam can be produced with polycapillary optics. Polycapillary focusing and collimating lenses were invented in the 1980s. 1 They contain arrays of hundreds of thousands of hollow capillary tubes fused together, as shown in Fig. 1 .
X rays can be transmitted down a curved hollow tube as long as the tube is small enough, and bent gently enough, to keep the angles of incidence less than the critical angle for total reflection, θ c , as shown in Fig. 2 . The critical angle for borosilicate glass is approximately
which is approximately 1.7
• for 1 keV photons and 0.086
• for 20 keV photons.
The requirement that the incident angles remain less than the critical angle necessitates the use of tiny tubes. However, mechanical limitations prohibit the manufacture of capillary fibers with outer diameters smaller than about 300 μm. For this reason, polycapillary fibers, which have tube diameters that are much smaller than the fiber diameter, are employed. Most commercial optics are one-piece, monolithic, optics, as sketched in Fig. 3 . 2 Polycapillary optics are used in diverse applications, especially for materials analysis such as x-ray diffraction, 3, 4 fluorescence, and spectroscopy 5 and have been investigated for a number of medical applications. [6] [7] [8] [9] A focusing polycapillary optic was used in our study to obtain a focused x-ray beam. Polycapillary optics are a good match for therapy applications as they have been shown to be robust with respect to radiation damage, exhibiting no change in performance after being subjected to 1 MJ/cm 2 on the optic face in synchrotron studies. That test corresponded to input radiation that would be sufficient to treat thousands of patients at 10-80 Gy total tumor dose. 10 The potential of low-energy focused x-ray beams for radiation therapy was assessed. The schematic diagram of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 4 . MCNP5 (Ref. 11) was used to model a low-energy focused x-ray beam, using measured beam parameters. Dose calculations were performed inside a breast tissue phantom.
One of the potential applications of the proposed method could be accelerated partial breast irradiation (APIB). The standard treatment method for early stage breast cancers is breast-conserving surgery (lumpectomy) followed by the radiation therapy. In order to reduce the treatment time, APIB can be used instead of the conventional radiation therapy. APIB delivers radiation to the area immediately around the lumpectomy site instead of treating the entire breast. Intracavitary brachytherapy 12, 13 (MammoSite) and electronic brachytherapy 14 are two radiation treatment options used in the majority of accelerated partial breast irradiation cases along with permanent seed implants and HDR. Both of these methods are invasive. The proposed method is noninvasive and can give high conformal dose to the target while sparing the skin. Focused orthovoltage beams have also been proposed for glioblastomas. 15 For that study, a curved monochromatic crystal was used as the focusing device. This device produces a much longer depth of field, almost a line focus, compared to a more spot-like focus from the polycapillary optic used in this study. The monochromatic beam from the FIG. 2. X rays traveling in a bent capillary tube. The trajectory of the ray entering at the top at grazing incidence is projected onto the page, but in three dimensions will "toboggan" in a constant radius spiral. The x ray entering at the bottom (closest to the center of curvature) strikes at a larger angle. curved crystal reduces the effects of beam hardening, but at the cost of lowered intensity compared to simple filtered white beam radiation focused with a polycapillary optic.
MATERIAL AND METHOD

2.A. Measurements
Measurements were made with a polycapillary lens (X-ray Optical Systems, Inc., serial number 4280) used to collect x rays from a conventional divergent x-ray source and redirect them to make a focused x-ray beam. 16 The measurements were performed on a tungsten anode microfocus source at 50 kV at 0.05 mA, 2.5 W. Since measurements were performed with a very low power source, an EG&G Ortec highpurity germanium (HPGe) detector was used to measure the single photon count rates. The detector allowed measurement of the x-ray spectrum of the beam from the optic. Lead shielding was used at the entrance and exit of the optic casing and in the surrounding area of the optic to prevent the leakage to decrease the background to less than 1%. An aluminum filter of 0.78 mm thickness was used to reduce the detector dead time to less than 10%. The optic was mounted on a stage fitted with actuators to move in three dimensions. The actuators were run through a Newport programmable motional controller model PMC 200-P by software [automatic control program (ACP)]. The lens was moved in the x and y direction until the maximum count rate was obtained. The lens was then scanned in both the x and the y directions using the "scan" mode of the ACP software. The software records the counts as a function of the position of the lens. After each scan the lens was moved, so the lens was located at the maximum of the counts-versus-lens-position curve. This was iterated for alternating directions, until the location of the maximum counts was unchanged. Once the lens was characterized and aligned with the x-ray beam, the size and position of focal point was determined. The position of the focal point was determined using Fuji HR-V computed radiography image plates with 50 μm pixel size. Images were taken at several distances from the lens, as shown in Fig. 5 . A Gaussian fit to image profiles was used to estimate the spot size at each lens position. The FWHM for the images was plotted versus distance from the lens to find the location and size of focal spot. The focal spot size was further quantified using a knifeedge scanning method. A sharp shielding knife edge was moved across the beam at the focal point. Measured counts were plotted against knife-edge position, showing a sigmoidal curve. The numerical derivative of the curve was fitted with a Gaussian to estimate the focal spot size.
The width of the focal spot arises from the divergence, α, from each individual capillary channel, as shown in Fig. 6 . The focal spot size can be estimated as
where d out is the channel diameter of the capillary at the output end of the optic, as shown in Fig. 6 , and α is the output divergence.
If there were no absorption, the x rays could reflect from the glass walls at angles up to the critical angle, so that α ∼ θ c , which is about 1.5 mrad at 20 keV. For real surfaces, the reflectivity is low near the critical angle θ c , so fewer rays have reflected at an angle this high. The spot size was found to be consistent with a typical divergence of 1.3 θ c . 17 This has been measured for several optics by measuring the width of the rocking curve of the diffraction from a nearly perfect crystal. The measured values of the beam spot and divergence were used in the simulation of the x-ray distribution.
Once the focal spot size was measured, PMMA blocks of varying thickness were placed between the optic and focal point to determine whether the focusing of the beam was maintained through the tissue. 
2.B. Simulating a focused x-ray beam using MCNP5
Monte Carlo simulations were used for dose calculation from a focused x-ray beam. MCNP5 was used to simulate a focused x-ray beam using measured beam parameters, including spectra and focal spot size. MCNP5 (Monte Carlo N-Particle Transport Code version 5) is a general purpose Monte Carlo code commonly used for simulating neutron, electron, photon, or coupled neutron/photon/electron transport through any media. 11 In MCNP5, source particles are defined using the source definition, "SDEF" card. Different types of source definitions are possible in MCNP5, including planar, point-isotropic, etc. Parameters on the SDEF card include starting position, source cell or surface, particle type, source energy, etc.
11 MCNP5 does not have a predefined source template for a focused beam, so instead an array of rays was generated to model the polycapillary optic. A C++ program was written to produce hundreds of positions (x, y, z) of source particles and the corresponding direction vectors (u, v, w) which were used in the SDEF card of MCNP5 to define a convergent beam. Starting positions of the source particles (x, y, z) were generated as random numbers inside a circular disk of radius 0.2 cm. The corresponding direction vectors (u, v, w) were defined such a way that the source particles passed through the focal point of the optic at 5 cm (u = −x, v = −y, w = f ). Since, as noted, a polycapillary optic has some divergence and thus does not produce a perfect focus, a small random value was added to the direction of the source particles. The uniform distribution used slightly overestimates the effect of the finite source size compared to a more realistic Gaussian distribution. This may cause a slight underestimate of the dose concentration. The offset in the direction vectors was defined as
where rand 1 is a uniform random number between 0 and 1. The azimuthal direction of the offset was given as
where rand 2 was an independent uniform random number. The offsets in the direction vector thus became
Once the starting positions and the corresponding vectors with offsets were defined, they were then given to MCNP5 using the SDEF card. Flux and dose distribution data were calculated using the MCNP5 superimposed mesh tally (fmesh4). The mesh tally divided the tissue phantom volume into a grid of orthogonal voxels and the x-ray flux in each voxel was calculated. Calculated flux in each voxel was converted to dose rate using a standard flux-to-dose table (ICRP-21) given in the MCNP5 manual. 11 The table was entered into the input file as a tally multiplier card. A tally multiplier card (FMn) is one of the optional features for tallies listed in MCNP5 manual. 
RESULTS
A Gaussian fit to image profiles was used to estimate the measured width at the focal point, as shown in Fig. 7 .
The minimum width, measured with 50 μm pixels, was found to be 200 ± 50 μm at the output focal point distance of 50 mm with a 10 mm depth of field. In the MCNP5 simulation, after defining the focused beam, the focal spot size of the beam was verified by calculating the flux within a grid of voxels along the x axis at the focal plane, as shown in Fig. 8 . The calculated width was 150 ± 90 μm, which was in good agreement with the measured spot size. The agreement shows the focus of the lens has been correctly modeled.
Once the focal spot size was measured, PMMA blocks of varying thickness were placed between the optic and focal point to determine whether the focusing of the beam was maintained through the tissue, as determined by knife-edge scans through the focal point. In order to understand the effects of photon energy on beam size, the measurements were performed with ∼2 keV energy windows using the HpGE detector, as shown in Fig. 9 . Both the incident and detected beams were broadband, and collected over a large energy range. The result shows that the focal point is well maintained up to 4 cm into the plastic. The spot size decreases with beam energy according to Eq. (2), because the critical angle, and hence the divergence α, decreases with photon energy. The slight decrease in spot size with depth is due to beam hardening effects, as a larger fraction of the transmitted photons will be at the high end of each given detector energy window after the beam passes through the plastic. 
3.A. Static optic
Relative dose was calculated along the central axis of the beam from a static lens. A breast tissue phantom was simulated in shape of a hemisphere in MCNP5. The optic was positioned at 2 cm from the skin surface and the beam was focused at 3 cm inside the tissue. For dose calculations, cubic voxels of 0.2 mm side length were simulated along the central axis of the beam. The energy deposition in each voxel was calculated using the *F8 tally of MCNP5. Percent depth dose calculated inside the phantom is shown in Fig. 10 . The focused beam was found to concentrate the dose within the tumor with sharp fall off before and after the treatment volume. Surface dose was below 10% for static optic.
3.B. Linear scan
Because the focal spot size of the beam is so small, a scan would be necessary to irradiate a reasonable size tumor. In a linear scan of the tumor, the x-ray beam would overlap due to the conical shape of the beam, so simply overlapping the lens position along a straight line will not be as skin sparing as desired. To demonstrate that, a single 0.02 cm thick slice of a 1 × 1 cm rectangular tumor was simulated in a cubical tissue with dimension 6 × 6 × 4 cm 3 . The thickness of the tumor slice in y-direction was chosen equal to the focal spot size of the x ray beam (0.02 cm) and the height of the tumor was chosen equal to the field depth of the focused beam. The tissue surface was at 3.6 cm from the optic and the tumor was 1.4 cm deep in the tissue. In order to scan the tumor, the lens position was moved in the simulation using the "translationrotation," "TR," option in the source definition, "SDEF," card. The TR option can be used to define source at several different positions. 11 The material for the tumor and the phantom was chosen as a soft tissue in the simulation. A linear scan was performed in the x-direction. The optic was translated in 50 steps to cover 1 cm along x axis. The dose distribution calculated with superimposed mesh tally is shown in Fig. 11 . The skin dose was ∼20% compared to peak dose in center of the tumor. A cross dose profile for the linear scan is shown in Fig. 12 , which shows good uniformity, with rapid fall off of dose outside the tumor. 
3.C. Rotation scan
As is well-known for megavoltage therapy, rotating the beam to expand the surface area provides a skin sparing effect. To demonstrate the advantages of rotation, a cylindrical tumor with a volume of 63 mm 3 was simulated in a spherical tissue of radius 3 cm. The optic was rotated in one plane around the sphere. The calculated dose distribution for a rotation scan is presented in Fig. 13 . Skin dose was below 10% for the case in which it is possible to rotate the optic around the patient. Only a small volume was treated. A larger tumor would require scanning in the out of plane dimension.
3.D. Scan and rotate
To accommodate a larger tumor without creating repeated overlap at the skin surface, the beam could be rotated while it is scanned. Rotating the beam as it is scanned would maintain the beam spreading and preserve the skin sparing effect. The focused beam was rotated by a small angle with each translation to cover a single 0.02 cm slice of a rectangular 1 × 1 cm tumor, again in a cubical tissue with rectangular dimension 6 × 6 × 4 cm 
